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PREFACE
This is one of seven studies being carried on simul-
taneously and cooperatively in the field of Social Studies
in Secondary Schools by a group Including:
James R. Donovan-Economics.
Robert A* Gentry-Civics
.
Robert S* Harris-American Government.
Andres J . Kornechuk-Sociology
.
Ralph C • Magnuson-Problems of Democracy.
Timothy P. Murphy-Geography.
Charles F. O'Hara-Junior High School American
History.
Due acknowledgement and appreciation are hereby
extended to our worthy adviser, Assistant Professor William
H. Cartwright, Boston University School of Education, for
his untiring efforts in guiding this group with his advice
and counsel.
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM
I
1. The problem.
2. Definition of terms.
3. The Importance of Textbooks.
4. The Value of Collateral reading.
5. Summary of observations.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
The Problem:
The purpose of this study is to compile a list of read-
ing materials cited in high school textbooks in Economics.
It is also intended to discover the extent to which text-
book authors agree on the choice of bibliographical material.
It is, furthermore, planned to compare the list with certain
extant lists of high school reading materials, to compare
lists of different authors and to compare the composite list
with the existing lists of high school reading. Finally,
it is intended to classify these books.
It is generally believed that the Social Studies Departr
1
ment makes more use of library materials than any other.
In accordance with this view many reasons have been offered
as to why the bibliographies contained in social studies
textbooks are both interesting and revealing to the school
2
librarian. It has been shown that in order to extend the
variety of pupils’ learning experiences, school libraries
are often expected to furnish these titles when the text is
1. Heaps, Willard A., ’’Supplementary Readings in American
History Textbooks”, Socia 1 Studies
,
Vol. 32, No. 5,
p. 212, May, 1941.
2. Ibid., p. 214.
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being used. Not only should a librarian be conversant
with these materials however, but also, the versatile social
studies teacher. Because he should be able to make avail-
able to the pupil for further enrichment supplementary refer-
ences in his field, the writer believes that the following
study of books and materials cited in textbooks in Econom-
ics in secondary schools is most appropriate.
Definition of Terms:
It is usually necessary to define terms that are apt
to be used in a study of this nature so that a clear under-
standing of what is meant does not leave a question in the
mind of the reader. In order that this may not occur
Wesley^ classifications, interpretations and definitions,
as submitted below, are used in this study:
Reference Books: under this heading appear general
encyclopedias, yearbooks, state manuals, atlases and dic-
tionaries of biography.
Specialized Studies: books which provide material on
particular periods or topics that extends beyond the text-
book and the encyclopedia.
Periodicals: magazines which present facts, reflect
opinions and present critical views; newspapers.
Textbook: a book used as a standard in any branch or
course of study; a book that forms the basis for regular
class instruction.
Reference Reading: reading material that is additional
or supplementary to the textbook.
3. Ibid., p. 218
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m References: all printed matter which contains material
that is additional or supplementary in nature; may or may
not be similar; may or may not extend beyond the textbook*
Parallel Textbooks: textbooks which are intended for
use in the same subject and at the same grade level as the
book under consideration*
Biographies: records of the lives of particular men
or women.
Historical Fiction: a book which presents and histori-
cal fact or facts woven around a fictitious person or
several persons whose acts and thoughts are also presented*
Pamphlets: free and inexpensive.material dealing with
special topics in the social studies*
The Importance of the Textbook:
Since this study is concerned with reading lists and
t
textbooks it is in order to show that textbooks are very
important to the social studies program in the United
States.
Although many teachers have maintained that source
books, collateral readings and other supplementary materials
are sufficient for an adequate education in the social
studies, we find numerous authorities supporting the brief
for textbooks. Henry Johnson feels that the most important
aid in the teaching of history is the textbook, from the
5
point of view of American conditions. We are, further-
4. Wesley, E. B., Teaching the Social Studies . Boston:
D. C. Heath Company, 1942, pp. 327-331.
5. Johnson, Henry, Teaching of History . New York: the
Macmillan Company^ lS407 p. 241.
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more, urged to recognize the fact that "in American Educa-
tional practice textbooks virtually represent the curricu-
6
lum". "There is little evidence available to justify any
great faith in the effect of supplementary and collateral
ry
materials on content."
Studies have shown that "instruction by the textbook
still remains, by far, the most common method of instruction
8
in the social studies". Wilder, the author of this state-
ment, indicates that "the production of textbooks in
increasing numbers within a given field enables the teacher
9
to make assignments in parallel texts". The result is
that the less capable pupil may acquire more than one
presentation of a topic at a level of organization, thought
10
style suited to his ability.
"It is in the textbook that one expects to find the
essentials of a subject, the general outline of a course.
11
The teacher and the textbook are the pillars of instruction*
Educators and administrators have begun to ask serious
6. Levine, Michael, "The Textbook in Social Studies" Social
Education . Vol. 3, Number 5, p. 318, May, 1939.
7. Ib id
. , p . 319.
8. Wilder, Howard B., "Progress in Social Studies Textbooks)!
Social Education
,
Vol. 1, Number 5, p. 313, May, 1937.
9. Ibid ., p. 5l7.
3 9. Loc . C 1
1
.
ll. Hall-Quest, Alfred Lawrence, The Textbook . New York:
The Macmillan Company, 1918, "pi
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5questions of textbook makers, for the making of textbooks
is one of the most influential forces in shaping educa-
..12
tion's policy, ” Thwing characterizes the textbook as
”a teacher of teachers”, showing that by means of a text or
several texts the teacher introduces the pupil to a world of
knowledge he little suspected. Kepner claims that
nrightly or wrongly the American teacher is, by and large,
a textbook teacher
.
The textbook holds a prominent place in school work
because it provides a compact arrangement of educational
material, M serves as a ready reference after the individual
has completed his formal education”, and provides for a
15
uniform education throughout the country. It promotes
an orderly pursuit of the course and is ”a record of sub-
16
ject development from year to year”.
While the textbook offers the several advantages
Indicated above, we should observe that it makes one
17
independent of his teacher. One may take his book where-
12, Ibid,, p, 3,
13 • lb id » , p • 5,
14. Kepner, Tyler, ”The Dilemma of the Teacher”, Social
Education . Vol. 1, Number 2, p. 85, 1937,
15. Hall-Quest, Alfred L., ojd. clt . , p. 5,
16. Loc . Clt,
17. Harris, Dr. W, T., ”The Importance of the Textbook”,
The Journal of Education. Vol. 80, p. 317, October
8, 1914,
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ever he pleases. One cannot do that with a great lecturer.
Neither may one question the teacher as he can the book,
nor may one select the time for hearing the great teacher
18
talk as he can for reading the book. Nearly all the
great teachers, moreover, have embodied their ideas in
19
books. We find, further, that "the textbook is a tool
by means of which knowledge is received and understanding
20
developed. It is a guide to reading references and an
81
incentive or inspiration.
A further example of the value of the textbook is
found in the references and bibliographies contained in
them. These are good criteria by which teachers may evalu-
22
ate textbooks objectively. "Many good teachers have
obtained excellent results with the use of a few reference
23
books.
"
In concluding these remarks on the value of textbooks,
attention is called to Cartwright T s view that "the textbook
is probably the best single tool available to social
studies teachers. The fact that it may be misused is not
a criticism of the tool but of the training or ability of
18. Loc • Cit.
19. Loc. Cut.
20. Loc. Cit.
21. Loc* C it
22. Bining, A. C and Bining, D. H., Teaching Socla 1 Studies
in Secondary Schools. New York: McGraw-Hill, 194 I*
pp. 82-84.
23. Ibid., p. 155.
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24
the craftsman” • ’’With the textbook, as with the plane in
the school shop, it is the skill with which the tool is
25
used that determines the quality of the product.”
The Value of Collateral Reading:
While the textbook is extremely important to the
Social Studies program, the Social Studies, perhaps more
than any other subjects in school, should encourage wide
reading# Wesley makes the statement that:
...reading offers practically the only means by
which the students can, at least vicariously,
acquire all the rich and illuminating experi-
ences which the human race has had*2o
Textbooks, out of necessity, can only serve as a guide
to challenge a student and to open up thought provoking
experiences* Great demands are made upon textbooks*
By the time the pupil has reached the Junior
High School he has become a textbook addict* Text-
books are introduced at the earliest possible
moment and the pupil is made to realize their
general utility, if not their infallability* 27
Many school surveys indicate the dominant role that the
textbook plays in the social studies* To some students
24* Cartwright, W. H., ”How to Use A Textbook”, How To Do
It Series * No* 2, National Council for the SociaT
Studies,^ p* 1, 1947*
25* Ibid., p. 1*
26. Wesley, E. B., Ojg. cit . , p* 418.
27* Knowlton, D* C*, ’’Teaching of History in the Junior High
School”, The Historical Outlook. Vol. 16, No. 2,
p* 76, February^ 19^5.
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studying means the learning of material in the textbook.
Yet the authors, in order to be brief, can give only a
bird f s eye view of the situation colored by their own
experience. Textbooks would be too cumbersome if they
were to include a complete description of an event. At the
most, whatever treatment is given mst be brief and to the
point.
The reading program as suggested by the authors of
textbooks indicate that they recognize the limitations of
their work. Ernest Horn states:
The present tendency in textbooks is clearly in
the direction of the expanded text* The arrange-
ment of the largest books and the recommended
reading lists included in them indicate, however,
that the authors assume the necessity of collateral
readingo 28
Too many students exhibit too great an adherence to the
text. Supervised study will relieve this as will also the
encouragement of collateral reading*
Collateral reading will not only prevent concen-
tration on the content of one book, but will
overcome a paucity of vocabulary so that students
may use their own words in expressing aspects of
a subject. 29
Importance of collateral reading was recognized before the
28* Horn, E., Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies.
New York: Scribners, 1937, p. 2117
29. Stolzenberg, B., ”A Study of Failures in the Social
Studies’1
,
Social Studies, Vol* 29, No. 8, p* 347,
December, 193b.
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20th. century® Such organizations as the National Education
Association and the American Historical Association took
.an active part in stressing collateral reading® The
Committee of Ten on Secondary School Subjects in 1894
passed several resolutions which included the advisability
of collateral reading® In part they stated:
Resolved, that pupils should be required to read
or learn one other account besides that of the
textbook, on each lesson®
Resolved, that a collection of reference books,
as large as the means of the school allow, should
be provided for every school suitable for use in
connection with all the historical work done in
that school. 30
Teachers have been requesting lists, of books for out-
31
side reading in the social studies® A reading program
beyond the textbook serves many purposes® Authorities such
as Johnson, Horn, Wesley, Hill, Martin and others strongly
favor collateral reading as one of the greatest aids in
teaching the social studies® It helps to create conditions
favorable to thinking and consequently to combat formal and
verba lis tic learning®
Horn, Johnson, and Wesley agree on the important con-
tributions of collateral reading which Horn summarizes as
follows:
30® Foster, Herbert D®, Chairman, "Books On Historical
Reading in Schools." Social Studies
,
Vol® 15, No® 7,
p® 306, October, 1924.
31® Horn, E®, og. clt ®
,
pp® 221-228®
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(a) to give vividness, atmosphere, and a sense of
rea lity,
(b) to furnish specific information,
(c) to give inspiration and to develop present and
continuing interests,
(d) to give a knowledge of general references such
as encyclopedias, atlases, yearbooks, and other
standard works and to train in their use,
(e) to introduce the student to the classic writings
in social science,
(f) to encourage the discriminative reading of
imaginative literature in relation to the
social studies,
(g) to acquaint students with the periodical
literature that is most useful in keeping abreast
with modern developments; and
(h) to give training in the use of the fundamental
methods of thought in the various social
sciences. 32
To have a program of collateral reading necessitates
some form of library* The need for numerous and varied
books in teaching the social studies should stimulate a
social studies library* It should be the center and source
of all study in history* No vital work can be carried on
without books to which pupils may have ready and constant
access* Recent surveys of social studies libraries show
that they do contain old and comparatively useless books,
that they are poorly supplied with recent books and that the
number is too small to serve the needs of the pupils*
The library markedly influences the success or failure
of the work in social studies.
32. Ibid ., p. 229.
33* Wesley, E. E., ££• cit . , p. 324*
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Whereas, some school subjects can be taught with
re3a tive success without any great use of books,
the very essence of the social studies is found in
an expanded realization of the various forms and
instances of social cooperation* The library is
perhaps the best single index of the quality of
instruction that is given in the social studies*
Only a slothful and indifferent teacher will
acquiesce in the continuation of a poor and inad-
equate library* The alert and vigorous teacher 34
will see that a poor library becomes a good library.
The selection of an adequate working library in
the social studies is difficult and the more limited
the funds of the school, the more crucial it is that
the books be chosen with the utmost care* The lists
in many textbooks seem to have been made without ’
the limitations of eithe^ the budget or the abilities
of the student in mind* 3 ''
There is, moreover, astonishing little agreement
among texts in any field as to books that students
should study* In one investigation, only one
reference was found to be recommended in all of
twenty-two texts in American History that were
examined and only sixteen references were men-
tioned in seventeen or more texts *36
The Summary:
In the foregoing observations we have noted that the
textbook is the outstanding device relied upon in the
teaching of the social studies in secondary schools* It is
to be observed further, however, that the textbook standing
alone today does not meet the requirements of an enriching
education* In conclusion, attention is drawn to the para-
mount need of a broad reading program* For this reason we
34. Ibid *, p. 334.
35* Horn, E., op . cit *
,
p* 244*
36* Op * cit * , p» 24 5
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cannot escape the contention of the best authorities that
reading lists and a good collection of reference books are
essential to the desirable outcomes of a superior program
in the social studies* It is to be seen, therefore, that
both an effective textbook and a well planned library of
such materials are of the highest importance to the modern
school* This study is designed to further that objective*
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METHOD
CHAPTER II
1* Selection of textbooks*
2* Description of selected textbooks*
3. Description of authoritative source*
*
-14-
CHAPTER II
PROCEDURE
Selection of Textbooks:
In order to discover the references in textbooks it
was thought best to use books of recent publication. World
War II called a halt to the abundant printing of textbooks
and many authors are having their books revised. The work
was thus made more difficult in securing suitable textbooks
for the study* However, after checking with the publishers
the following economics textbooks were selected and then
approved by the adviser:
Description of Textbooks:
1* Corbett, James F*, and Colvin, Minna,
Modern Economics * New York: The Macmillan
C ompanyT 1941.
The book has 591 pages and fifteen units. The
bibliography, which is not arranged in a particular order,
is located at the end of each unit. Author, title, pub-
lisher, and place and date of publication are given. A
short annotation follows each book that is listed.
2. Dodd, James Harvey, Applied Economics .
Cincinnati, Ohio: South-Western Publishing
Company, 1945.
The eight units comprising the book consist of
31 chapters and 567 pages. The bibliography for each chap-
:
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ter is at the end of the book and the references are listed
alphabetically by author, followed by the title only# A
general bibliography follows which is compiled alphabetically
by author with the publisher, place of publication and date
of publication given in addition to the title#
3. Faulkner, Harold U., and Starr, Labor in
America# New York: Harper and Brothers,
Publishers, 1944.
Eleven chapters and 305 pages make up the book
with a bibliography per chapter preceded by a general
bibliography being found in the back of the textbook# The
references are listed alphabetically by author followed by
the title, publisher, place and date of publication#
4# Goodman, Kennard E#, and Moore, William L.,
Economics in Everyday Life# Boston: Ginn &
CoV7T54‘7.
—
The textbook has 576 pages, 7 parts and 31 chap-
ters#
The bibliography is located at the end of the
book and is divided into two classifications: general
reference books and pamphlets and magazine articles#
Reference books are listed alphabetically by
author along with the title and publisher# The pamphlets
and magazine articles are arranged alphabetically by the
publishing agency plus address in the case of the former
and alphabetically by title followed by volume number,
number, and page number in respect to the latter#
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5. Korey, Edward L., and Runge, Edmond J.,
Economics -Principles and Problems . New Yorkj
Longmans, Green and Co,, Inc., 1939*
The bibliography is found in the back of the book
and is listed alphabetically per unit, The 13 units are
composed of 34 chapters for a total of 687 pages. The
references are listed by author and title,
6, Patterson, S. Howard, Little, A. W. Selwyn,
and Burch, Henry Reed, American Economic
Problems, New York: The Macmillan Company,
1941,
The collateral readings are at the conclusion
of the chapters and are arranged alphabetically by author*
These, in turn, are followed by advanced readings which are
arranged in a similar way. Other references follow which
are listed alphabetically by title*
A general bibliography is at the end of the
book. It is divided into collateral and advanced readings
which are listed alphabetically by author plus title, fub-
Usher and date of publication. The final section comprises
other references which are listed alphabetically by titles
followed by addresses of the place of publication*
The book contains 632 pages, 6 units and 20
chapters.
7,
Smith, Augustus H., Economics for Our Times *
New York: McGraw-Hill Eook Company, Inc., 1945,
Bibliographies for further information are found
at the end of each chapter. The references are arranged
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alphabetically by author followed by the title of the book*
The bibliography at the end of the book consists
of two sections* The first part lists advanced textbooks
and the second part reference books which cover one or two
points in the field of economics. Periodicals and publica-
tions are listed alphabetically by title at the end of
Part II.
The references throughout the book are listed
alphabetically by author with the title, publisher, place
and date of publication also given.
8. Van Til, William, Economic Roads for American
Democracy * New York? McGraw-Hill Company,
Inc., 19^7.
A rather short book consisting of 252 pages and
fifteen chapters, the bibliographies are located at the end
of five of these chapters. The references are not listed
alphabetically but are arranged by title, author, publisher,
place and date of publication. A short descriptive passage
follows each book.
Procedure;
A list of all the references was compiled from the
textbooks with the name of the author, publisher and date of
publication, if given. The references from each textbook
were checked to discover if textbook writers agree on
supplementary reading material. In this manner, 2,437
references were found. A working list was compiled of the
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references mentioned in two or more textbooks. This working
list contains 143 referecnes which, in turn, was checked
against the Standard Catalog for High School Libraries ,
1947 to determine if this authoritative source was in agree-
ment with these books*
The Standard Catalog for High School Libraries consists
of books prepared primarily for junior and senior high
schools* The Catalog is so important to social studies
teachers that a detailed description of its organization
and the methods by which it is complied are included here*
The Catalog is divided into two parts. The first part
is arranged alphabetically under author, title or subject*
The quickest way of finding all books by one author or all
material on a given subject is to look in Part I under the
author and subject* Part I is used as an index to Part II
where the arrangement Is according to the Dewey Decimal
classification and gives full information a bout a book,
its publisher, price and descriptive note* Pamphlets are
included under the various classification numbers and
following the books on the subject*
The books are not completely graded but some are
classified as being for senior high schools only, others
for junior high schools and still others for adults or for
older pupils*
The Standard Cata log consists of 3,385 books fully
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catalogued, 1,025 books entered briefly at the heads of
classes as notes, 500 pamphlets and series of pamphlets*
In addition there is a list of sources for pictures and
900 books starred for first purchase*
During the months preceding each supplement a file of
cards is built up consisting of titles which are thought by
editors to be possibilities for the Catalog * The entries
consist of all titles reviewed in the ’’Book Review Digest”
which seem to be suitable for high school libraries* Books
reviewed in the ’’Hornbook”, ’’Wisconsin Bulletin”, books
designated as ’’Books for Young People” in the ’’Booklet”,
all cards made by the H. W. Wilson Company which are marked
"L” in the check lists of printed cards, books that pub-
lishers send to the H* W. Wilson Company and suggestions
made by collaborators and others are also included among
the entries*
The collaborators include school librarians, teachers of
Library Science, educators and specialists in the fields of
agriculture, art, fiction, music, physical education and
hygiene, useful arts and the social sciences.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS
1* Information concerning abbreviations for tables
and graphs.
2* Tables and graphs: findings of references cited
in two to eight textbooks.
3* Tables and graph: findings of agreement of
references with the authoritative source*
4. Graph: classification of references.
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS
The chapter consists of an analytical and graphical
presentation of all references cited in two to five of the
eight economics textbooks* These references comprise the
working list of 143 references*
The eight selected high school economics textbooks are
designated on the tables and graphs by the letters of the
alphabet in the following relationship:
A -ECONOMICS IN EVERYDAY LIFE.
B-AMERICAN ECONOMIC PROBLEMS.
C -APPLIED ECONOMICS.
D-ECONOMICS FOR OCR TIMES.
E-MODERN ECONOMICS.
F-ECONOMICS: PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS.
G-ECONOMIC ROADS FOR AMERICAN DEMOCRACY.
H -LAB OR IN AMERICA.
Where the Working List is compared with the Standard
Catalog, the letters MSC n on the tables and graphs designate
the Standard Catalog
,
1947.
The numbers 1 through 11 on the graph which classify
the references designate the following classifications:
1* -Reference Books*
2.
-Parallel Textbooks.
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3.
-Source Books*
4.
-Series and Sets.
5.
-Specialized Studies*
6.
-Biographies*
7.
-Fiction*
8*
-Books on Local Aspects*
9.
-Advanced Books for Teachers*
10.
-Professional Books*
11.
-Pamphlets and Periodicals.
TABLE I
References Cited in Five Textbooks
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H
Brooks, Robert
When Labor Organizes X X 1C x: X
Chase, Stuart
Your Money 1 s Worth X X X 1C £
Woodward and Rose
A Primer of Money X X X X jc
Table I.
References Cited in Five Textbooks
The table sets forth the references that are cited in
five of the eight senior high school economics textbooks
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and designates the textbooks in which the references are
found*
Findings
:
Three references are cited in five textbooks out of a
total of 2,437 references cited in the eight senior high
school economics textbooks* This represents a ^*001 agree-
ment in respect to references among the authors of high
school economics textbooks* Very little agreement is
found at this level*
No references are cited in six, seven or eight of the
eight senior high school economics textbooks and represents
zero agreement at the latter levelso
TABLE II
References Cited in Four Textbooks
Explanation:
On the table are listed the references that are cited
in four of the eight senior high school economics textbooks
and designates the textbooks in which the references are
found* The references are listed alphabetically by author*
Findings:
Seven references are cited in four textbooks* As the
references listed on the previous table are also cited in
four textbooks the complete total of references cited in
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TABLE II
References Cited in Four Textbooks
References Textbooks
ABCDEFGH
Angell, Norman
The Story of Money X XXX
Berle, Adolf
The Modern Corporation
and Private Property X XXX
Building America Series X X X X
Chase, Stuart
Men and Machines X X X X
Chase, Stuart
Rich Land, Poor Land X X X X
Mitchell, Wesley
Business Cycles X X X X
Public Affairs Pamphlets X X X X
four textbooks becomes ten# This represents an agreement
of ^.004 which is slightly higher than the previous category.
However, the agreement among textbook authors is so slight
as to be practically negligible.
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TABLE III
References Cited in Three Textbooks
References Textbooks
A B C D E F G H
Babson, Roger
The Folly of Installment
Buying
_ _ __
X X X
Chase and Schlink
The Traeedv of Waste X X X
Daugherty, Carroll
Labor Problems in American
Industry X X X
Dewey, Davis
Financial History of the U.S. X X X
Douglas, Paul
Social Security in the U.S. X X X
Fairchild, Eurniss, & Buck
Elementary Economics X X X
Faulkner, Harold
American Economic History X X X
Fowler, Bertram
Consumer Cooperation in
America X X X
Headline Books X X X
Kendrick and Seaver
Taxes: Benefit and Burden X X X
Kidger, Horace
Problems of American
Democracy X X X
Loucks and Hoot
Comparative Economic
Systems X X X
Moulton, Harold
Income and Economic Progress X X X
National Association of
Manufacturers X
X X
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TABLE III
(continued
)
References Cited in Three Textbooks
References Textbooks
A B C D E F G H
National Resources Planning
Board X X X
Schulz, William
Your Taxes X X X
Slichter, Sumner
Modern Economic Society X X X
Taussig, Frank
Tariff History of the United
States X X X
Twentieth Century Fund X X X
U. S. Department of Commerce
Pamphlets X X X
U* S. Department of Labor X X X
Wallace, Henry
America Must Choose X
Woods, Walter
The Story of Uncle Sam’s
Money XX X
X X
Wormser, Isaac
Frankenstein, Inc# X X X
Social Security Board X X X
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Table III
References cited in Three Textbooks
Explanation:
The table lists the references that are cited in three
of the eight senior high school economics textbooks and
designates the textbooks in which the references are found#
The references are listed alphabetically by author*
Findings:
Twenty-five references are cited in three textbooks.
The references on the two previous tables are also cited
in three textbooks which totals to thirty-five references
cited in three of the eight senior high school economics
textbooks# This represents an agreement of ^#014 among
the authors in respect to reference agreement which is a
very low positive agreement#
TABLE IV
References Cited in Two Textbooks
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H
Adamic, Louis - Dynamite X X
Allen, Frederick - Lords of Creation X X
American Home Economics Association X X
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TABLE IV
( continued
)
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H
Arnold, Thurman,- The Bottle-
necks of Business X X
Arnold, Thurman - The Folklore
of Capitalism X X
Bogart, Ernest - Economic History
of the American People X X
Brandeis, Louis - Other People*
Money
s
X X
Brooks, Robert - Unions of
Their Own Choosing X X
Buck, Solon - Agrarian Crusade X X
Bureau of Labor Statistics
(Bulletins
)
X X
Burgess, Robert - The Reserve
Banks and the Money Market X X
Burns, Arthur - The Decline of
Competition X X
Burns, Eveline - Toward Social
Security X X
Bye and Hewett - Applied
Economics X X
Chamberlain, William - Collec-
tivism: A False Utopia X X
Chase, Stuart - The Economy
• of Abundance X X
Chase, Stuart - A Primer of
Economics X X
Chase, Stuart - Goals for
America X X
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TABLE IV
(continued)
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H
Chase, Stuart - The Road We
Are Traveling X X
Childs, Marquis - Sweden, the
Middle Way X X
Clark, John - Strategic Factors
in Business Cycles X X
Clay, Henry - Economics for the
General Reader X X
Cole, George - What Everybody
Wants to Know About Money X X
Comstock, Alzada - Taxation in
the Modern State X X
Consumers’ Research, Inc,
(Reports
)
X X
Consumers’ Union of the United
States X X
Coyle, David E* - Why Pay Taxes X X
Daniels, John - Cooperation:
An American Way X X
Douglas & Director - The Problem
of Unemployment X X
Ellsworth, Paul - International
Econ omics X X
Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences X X
Epstein, Abraham - Insecurity:
A Challenge to America X X
Federal Trade Commission X X
Feldman, Herman - Problems in
Labor Relations X X
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TABIE IV
(continued
)
References Textbooks
“JT B c D E F G H
Fisher, Irving - Stabilizing the
Dollar X X
Florinsky, Michael - Fascism and
National Socialism X X
Flynn, John - Security Speculation:
Its Economic Effects X X
Friend, Mata - Earning and Spending
the Family Income X X
Gaer, Joseph - Consumers All X X
Gavian and Others - Our Changing
Social Order X X
Gayer, Arthur - Monetary Policy
and Economic Stabilization X X
Gemmill, Paul - Fundamentals of
Economics X X
Glover, Katherine - America Begins
Again X X
Gordon, Leland - Economics for
Consumers X X
Graham & Seaver - Money, What It
Is and What It Does X X
Graham & Seaver - Banking: How
It Serves Us X X
Hamilton & May - The Control of
Wages X X
Hamilton & Associates - Price and
Price Policies X X
Hansen, Alvin - Business Cycle
Theory
X X
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TABLE IV
(continued
)
References Textbooks
A BCD E F G H
Hardy, Charles - Risk and Risk
Bearing X X
Hendrick, Burton - The Age of
Big Business X X
Holdsworth, John - Money and
Banking X X
Hoyt, Elizabeth - Consumption In
Our Society X X
Huberman, Leo - The Labor Spy
Racket X X
Huebner, Solomon - The Stock
Market X X
Johnson, Julia - Child Labor X X
Johnson, Julia - Government
Ownership & Public Utilities X X
Jones, Eliot - Principles of
Railway Transportation X X
Josephson, Matthew - The Robber
Barons X X
Kallen, Horace - The Decline and
Rise of the Consumer X X
Ke 1 let & Schlink - 100, 000, 00<D~~
Guinea Pigs X X
Keezer & May - Public Control of
Business X X
Keister, Albert - Our Financial
System X X
Kemmerer, Edwin - The ABC of the
Federal Reserve System X X
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TABLE IV
(continued)
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H
Kemmerer, Edwin - Money X X
Kil lough, Hugh - international
Trade X X
Laidler, Harry - Concentration
in American Industry X X
Landis and Landis - Social
Living X X
Leith, Charles - World Minerals a
and World Politics X X
Levinson, Edward - Labor on the
March X X
levinson, Edward - I Break
Strikes X X
Lumpkin and Douglas - Child
Workers in America X X
Lutz, Harley - Public Finance X X
Lynd, Robert & Helen - Middle-
town X X
Majer, Frederick - Our Country’s
Money X X
Marshall, Leon - Readings in the
Story of Human Progress X X
McConnell & Others - Economic
Behavior X X
MacDonald, Lois - Labor Problems
And the American Scene X X
Meeher, James - The Work of the
Stock Exchange X X
Moody, John - The R.R. Builders X X
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TAELE IV
("continued
)
References TextbooksABCDEFGH
Moulton & Associates - The American
Transportation Problem X X
Munro, Willis - The Government of
United States X X
National Education Association
of the U. S. X X
National Industrial Conference
”
Board X X
Nystrom, Paul - Economic Principles
of Consumption X X
Patterson, Paul - Social Aspects
of Industry X X
Patterson & Scholz - Economic
Problems of Modern Life X X
Perret, Eleanor - Man’s Work
and World X X
Pigou, Arthur - Socialism
versus Capitalism X X
Public Policy Pamphlet X X
Ripley, William - Main Street
and Wall Street
•
X X
Rohlfing and Others - Business
& Government X X
Schlink, Frederick - Eat, Drink,
and Be Wary X X
Seager & Gulick - Trust and
Corporation Pr ob lems X X
Soule, George - A Planned Society X X
Steiner and Shapiro - Money and
Banking X X
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TABLE IV
(continued)
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G E
Taussig. Frank - Free Trade, the
Tariff and Reciprocity X X
Taylor & Others - Main Currents
in Modern Economic Life X X
Tax Policy League X X
Tennessee Valley Authority X
United States Department of
Agriculture X X
United States Secret Service X X
Van Rise & Havemeyer - Conserva-
tion of Our Natural Resources X X
Vaughan, Floyd - Marketing and
Adverti sing X X
Veblen, Thorstein - The Engineers
and the Price System X X
Wallace. Henry - New Frontiers X X
Walsh, John - C.I.O. Industrial
Unionism in Action X X
White, Horace - Money and
Banking X X
TABLE IV
References Cited in Two Textbooks
Explanation:
On the table are set forth the references that are cited
in two of the eight senior high school economics text-
books and designated are the textbooks in which the refer-
V v
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ences are found. The references are listed alphabetically
by author#
Findings:
One hundred and eight references are cited in two
textbooks out of a total of 2,437 references cites in the
eight senior high school economics textbooks. As the
references cited in the three previous tables are also
cited in two textbooks their inclusion brings the amount
to 143 references cited in two to five textbooks. The
agreement among textbook writers of senior high school
economics textbooks in respect to references cited shows
a decided increase over previous percents. Nevertheless,
*.059 represents little agreement among textbook authors
in respect to references included in the textbooks.
Graph I
References Cited in Two to Eight Textbooks
143 references are cited in two to five textbooks out
of a total of 2,437 references cited in eight textbooks.
No references are cited in six, seven and eight textbooks.
Thirty-six more references are found in two textbooks
than in five textbooks, slightly over fifteen times (15,43)
as many are found in two textbooks than in four textbooks
and a little over four times (4,32) more references are
cited in two textbooks than in three textbooks.
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Graph II
Textbook Reference Totals
Explanation:
On the graph is presented the summation of the refer-
ences cited in each category for each textbook. The highest
number of references that could be found in any textbook
is 143.
Findings
:
Americas Economic Problems contains 73 references.
This represents the highest amount whereas Economic Roads
for American Democracy has the least with a total of 9
references in two to five textbooks.
American Economic Problems
,
Economic for Our Times ,
Modern Economics and Economics: Principles and Problems
each has totals over 55 while Economics In Everyday Life ,
Applied Economics
,
Economic Roads for American Democracy
and Labor in America each has less than 30 of the 145
references cited in two to five senior high school
economics textbooks.
TABLE V
Comparative Table
Explanations
:
The table designates those references that are cited
in five of the eight senior high school economics textbooks
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TABLE V
Comparative Table
References Textbooks SC
A B c D E F G H SC
Brooks, Robert
When Labor Organizes X X X X X X
Chase, Stuart
Your Money’s Worth X X X X X
Woodward and Rose
A Primer of Money X X X X X X
and those references that are listed in the Standard
Catalog for High School Libraries
, 1947o The references
are listed alphabetically by author#
In this and the following four tables all percents
are found by dividing the 143 references that comprise the
working list into the number of references in each category
that is found in the Catalog #
Findings
:
No references are cited in six, seven and eight of the
eight senior high school economics textbooks so as a
result no references in these categories are listed in the
Standard Catalog #
Two of the three references are listed in the Standard
Catalog for an agreement of *013 between senior high school
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econoinics textbook writers and the Standard Catalog, 1947*
Very little agreement is shown in this category in respect
to the working list of references and the references
included in the Catalog *
TABLE VI
Comparative Table
References Textbooks SCBCDEFGHSC
Angell, Norman
The Story of Money X XXX
Berle, Adolf
The Modern Corporation and
Private Property X XXX
Building America Series X X X X
Chase, Stuart
Men and Machines X X X X X
Chase, Stuart
Rich Land, Poor Land XXX X X
Mitchell, Wesley
Eusiness Cycles X XXX
Public Affairs Pamphlets X X X X X
Table VI
Comparative Table
Explanation:
The table presents those references that are cited in
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four of the eight senior high school economics textbooks
and designates those references that are listed in the
Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
,
1947* The
references are listed alphabetically by author.
Findings
:
Three of the seven references cited in four textbooks
are listed in the Catalog . As the references cited in the
preceding table are also cited in four textbooks, the
addition of the two references listed in the Catalog on
Table V to the three references listed in the Catalog on
Table VI total five references that are listed in the
Catalog .
The agreement represented in this category between the
senior high school economics textbook writers and the
Standard Catalog, 1947 is .034. The agreement remains
positive but practically negligible.
TABLE VII
Comparative Chart
References Textbooks SC
A B C D E F G H SC
Babson, Roger - The Folly of
Installment Buying X X X
Chase and Schlink - The Tragedy
of Waste X X X X
Daugherty, Carroll - Lrbor Prob-
lems in American Inihrat
X X X
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TABLE VII
(continued
)
References Textbooks sc
A B C D E F G H sc
Dewey, Davis - Financial History
of the United States X X X X
Douglas, Paul - Social Security
in the United States X X X
Fairchild, Furniss and Buck -
Elementary Economics X X X
Faulkner, Harold
-
American Economic History X X X X
Fowler, Eertram - Consumer
Cooperation in America X X X
Headline Eooks X X X X
Kendrick and Seaver - Taxes:
Benefit and Burden X X X X
fridge r, Horace - Problems of
American Democracy X X X
Loucks and Hoot - Comparative
Economic Systems X X X
Moulton, Harold - Income and
Economic Progress X X X
National Association of
Manufacturers X X
National Resources Planning
• Board X X X
Schulz, William - Your Taxes X X X
Slichter, Sumner - Modern
Economic Society X X X
Social Security Board X X X
Taussig, Frank - Tariff History
of the United States X X X X
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TABLE VII
(continued
)
References Textbooks
A B C D E F G H SC
Twentieth Century Fund X X X X
United States Department of
Commerce X X X
United States Department of
Labor X X X
Wallace, Henry - America
Must Choose X X X
Woods, Walter - The Story of
Uncle Sam’s Money X X X X
Wormser, Isaac - Frankenstein,
Inc. X X X
Table VII
Comparative Table
Explanations
^n this table are shown the references that are cited
in three of the eight senior high school economics textbooks
and designates those references that are listed in the
Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
, 1947, The
references are listed alphabetically by author#
Findings
:
Eight of the twenty-five references are listed in the
Standard Catalog # Added to the five in the two preceding
tables a total of thirteen references are found in the
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Catalog for an agreement of ^*09 between senior high school
economics textbooks writers and the authoritative source#
Although the percent of agreement continues to rise
with each succeeding category the percent of agreement
continues to remain low#
TABLE VIII
COMPARATIVE CHART
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H SC
Adamic, Louis - Dynamite X X
Allen, Frederick - Lords of
Creation X X
American Home Economics
Association X X X
Arnold, Thurman, The Bottle-
necks of Business X X
Arnold, Thurman - The Folklore
of Capitalism X X
Bogart, Ernest - Economic
History of the American
People X X X
Brandeis, Louis - Other
People’s Money X X
Brooks, Robert - Unions of
Their Own Choosing X X
Buck, Solon - Agrarian
Crusade X X X
Bureau of Labor
Statistics X X
Burgess, Robert - The Reserve
Banks and the Money Market X X
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TABLE VIII
( continued
)
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H sc
Burns, Arthur - The Decline of
Competition X X
Burns, Eveline - Toward
Social Security X X
Bye and Hewett - Applied
Economics X X
Chamberlain, William -
Collectivism: A False
tf topia X X
Chase, Stuart - The Economy
of Abundance X X X
Chase, Stuart - A Primer of
Economics X X X
Chase, Stuart - Goals for
America X X X
Chase, Stuart - The Roads We
Are Traveling X X X
Childs, Marquis - Sweden, The
Middle Way X X X
Clark, John - Strategic Factors
in Business Cycles X X
Clay, Henry - Economics for the
General Reader X X
Cole, George - Everybody Wants
to Know About Money X X
Comstock, Alzada - Taxation in
the Modern State X X
Consumers’ Research, Inc* X X
Consumers’ Union of the
United States X X
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TABLE VIII
( continued
)
References Textbooks
A. B c D E F G H SC
Coyle, David - Why Pay Taxes? X X
Daniels, John - Cooperation:
An American Way X X
Douglas & Director - Ihe
Problem of Unemployment X X
Ellsworth, Paul - Inter-
national Economics X X
Encyclopedia of the Social
Sciences X X X
Epstein, Abraham - Insecurity;
A Challenge to America X X
Federal Trade Commission X X
Feldman, Herman - Problems
in Labor Relations X X
Fisher, Irving - Stabilizing
the Dollar X X
Florinsky, Michael - Fascism
and National Socialism X X
Flynn, John - Security Specu-
lation: Its Economic Effects X X
Friend, Mata - Earning and
Spending the Family Income X X
Gaer, Joseph - Consumers All X X X
Gavian & Others - Our Chang-
ing Social Order X X X
Gayer, Arthur - Monetary Policy
and Economic Stabilization X X
demmell, Paul - Fundamentals
of Economics X X
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TABLE VIII
( continued)
References Textbooks
“X" B C D E p G H SC
Glover, Katherine - America
Begins Again X X X
Gordon, Leland - Economics
for Consumers X X X
Graham & Seaver - Money, What
It Is & What It Does X X X
Graham & Seaver - Banking:
How It Serves Us X X X
Hamilton & May - The Control
of Wages X X
Hamilton & Associates - Price
and Price Policies X X
Hansen, Alvin - Business
Cycle Theory X X
Hardy, Charles - Risk and
Risk Eearing X X
Hendrick, Burton - The Age
of Big Business X X X
Holdsworth, John - Money
and Banking X X X
Hoyt, Elizabeth - Consump-
tion In Our Society X X
Huberman, Leo - The Labor
Spy Racket X X
Huebner, Solomon - The Stock
Market X X
Johnson, Julia - Child Labor X X
Johnson, Julia - Government
Ownership and Public
Utilities X X
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TABLE VIII
(continued)
References Textbooks
A B C D E F G H SC
Jones, Eliot - Principles of
Railway Transportation X X
Josephson, Matthew - The
Robber Barons X X
Kallen, Horace - The Decline
and Rise of the Consumer X X
Kaliet "& Schlink 1^0, God, 00(5
‘
Guinea Pigs X X
Keezer & May - Public Control
of Business X X
Keister, Albert - Our
Financial System X X
Kermnerer, Edwin - The ABC of
the Federal Reserve System X X
Kemmerer, Edwin - Money X X
Kil lough, Hugh - Inter-
national Trade X X
£aidler, Harry - Concentre-
tion In American Industry X X
tandis & Landis - Social
Living X X
Leith, Charles - World
Minerals and World
Politics X, X
Levinson, Edward - Labor on
the March X X
Levinson, Edward - I Break
Strikes X X
Lumpkin & Douglas - Child
Workers in America X X X
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TABLE VIII
(continued
)
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H SC
Lutz, Harley - Public Finance X X
Lynch, Robert and Helen -
Middletown X X X
Marshall, Leon - Readings in
the Story of Human Progress X X X
MacDonald, Lois - Labor
Problems and the American
Scene X X
McConnell & Others - Economic
Behavior X X
Meeker, James - The Work of
the Stock Exchange X X
Moody, John - T*he R. R.
Builders X X X
Moulton & Associates - The
American Transportation
Problem X X
Munro, William - The Govern-
ment of the United States X X
National Education Associa-
tion of the U • S* X X
National Industrial
Conference Board X X
Nystrom, Paul - Economic
Principles of Consumption X X
Patterson, Paul - Social
Aspects of Industry X X
Patterson & Scholz - Economic
Problems of Modern Life X X
Perret, Eleanor - Man’ 3 Work
and World X X
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TABLE VIII
( continued
)
References Textbooks
A B c D E F G H sc
Pigou, Arthur - Socialism
versus Capitalism X X
Public Policy Pamphlet X X X
Ripley, William - Main Street
and Wall Street X X
Rohlfing & Others - Business
and Government X X
Schlink, Frederick - Eat, Drink,
and Be Wary X X
Seager & Gulick - Trust and
Corporation Problems X X
Soule, George - A Planned
Society X X
Steiner & Shapiro - Money and
Banking X X
Taussig, Frank - Free Trade,
the Tariff, and Reciprocity X X
Taylor & Others - Main Currents
In Modern Economic Life X X
Tax Policy League X X
Tennessee Valley Authority X X X
United States Department of
Agriculture X X X
United States Secret Service X X
Van Hise & Havemeyer - Con-
servation of Our Natural
Resources X X X
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TABLE VIII
(continued)
References TextbooksABC D E F G H SC
Vaughan, Floyd - Marketing
and Advertising X X
Veblen, I’horstein - The
Engineers and the Price
System X X
Wallace, Henry - New
Frontiers X X
Walsh, John - C.I.O.
Industrial Unionism in
Action X X
White, Horace - Money and
Banking X X X
TABLE VIII
Comparative Table
Explanation
:
The references shown are those that are cited in two
of the eight senior high school economics textbooks and
designated are those that are listed in the Standard Catalog
for High School Libraries
, 1947. The references are listed
alphabetically by author.
Findings
;
Twenty-seven of the one hundred and eight references
set forth on Table VIII are listed In the Standard Catalog
.
Added to the Thirteen references in the three preceding
-,
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tables a total of forty references are found listed in
the Catalog * This represents an agreement of .279 which is
considerably higher than the former categories but remains
rather low in the agreement of textbook authors in respect
to reference materials cited and the Standard Catalog for
High School Libraries
,
1947*
Graph III
Totals: References Listed
in the Standard Catalog
Explanation:
The total number of references that are listed in the
Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
,
1947 for each
category are graphically presented hereon.
Findings t
Twenty-seven of the references are cited in two of the
eight senior high school economics textbooks*
Two of the references that are listed in the Catalog
are cited in five of the eight textbooks.
A total of forty references are listed In the Catalog
and are cited in two, three, four and five textbooks for an
agreement between senior high school economics textbook
writers and the authoritative source of ^*279*
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Graph IV
Classification of References
Explanation:
The total number of references for each classification
is graphically presented® The classifications are arranged
according to Wesley’s eleven classifications.
Findings:
Fifty-seven of the 143 references are included in
specialized studies, and a like number are included in
advanced books for teachers.
No references are found in the following classifications
books on local aspects, fiction, source books and pro-
fessional books*
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CHAPTER IV
CONCHJSIONS
Conclusions and Recommendations of the Study
Concerning
j
1* Reference agreement among high school
economics textbook writers#
2* Reference agreement between high school
economics textbook writers and references
listed in the Standard Catalog
,
1947 #
3, Classification of references.
4* Suggested references for senior high
school economics libraries.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLCT SIGNS
Agreement of Authors in Respect to References:
In eight selected high school economics textbooks a
complete list of 2,437 references was compiled# Of this
total, 143 references are cited in two to eight textbooks#
The breakdown of the 143 references finds 108 refer-
ences mentioned in two of the eight selected high school
economics textbooks, 25 references found in three textbooks,
7 references mentioned in four textbooks and 3 references
listed in five textbooks# No references are found in all
six, seven or eight textbooks#
In other words 5# 9% of the total references are cited
in two to five textbooks# Thus 94 #1$ of the references are
not mentioned in more than one textbook#
References mentioned in two textbooks account for
75#5$ of the 143 references while references mentioned in
three textbooks make up 17#6$ of the total# References
cited in four textbooks equalled 4*9$ and those references
cited in five textbooks account for 2% of the total#
It can be seen, therefore, that there is very little
agreement among economics textbook writers for high schools
in their selection of references# 94.1$ of the references,
or 2,294 references, are cited in but one textbook# This
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writer feels that an agreement of 5,9^ of references cited
in two to five textbooks out of a total of eight textbooks
that are currently being used in high schools represents a
small percent of agreement amongst textbook writers. The
results show that agreement amongst senior high school
textbook writers in economics is low.
Conversely, the compilers of the Standard Catalog
can widen the range of their insertions in the field of
economics by noting in this study the references cited in
two to five of the eight high school economics textbooks©
that are not ±i3tea in the Standard Catalog for High School
Libraries
An effort should be made between the high school
economics textbook authors and the compilers of the Standard
Catalog to find a basis whereby references cited in senior
high school economics textbooks and references listed in
the Standard Catalog are in agreement*
Recommendations
:
This author recommends that the textbook authors in
compiling their bibliographies give due cognizance to the
references set forth in the Standard Cata log for High School
Libraries and to the list of references in this study that
are mentioned in two to five of the eight selected econom-
ics textbooks. Special attention should be given to the
references that are in agreement between the economics
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textbook writers and the Standard Catalog, In such a way
a reduced yet more selective bibliography can be offered
students; references that are in agreement from textbook to
textbook.
Agreement of References with the Authoritative Source:
Concerning agreement between the working list of refer-
ences and the Standard Catalog for High School Libraries,
1947
,
It is found that 40 of the 143 references, or 28$,
are listed in the Catalog , This shows too low an agree-
ment between high school economics textbook writers and
the Standard Catalog in terns of the working list.
The author recommends that a higher percent of agree-
ment be maintained between high school economics textbook
writers and an authoritative source such as the Standard
Cata log . In this manner the textbook writers will be in
agreement to a high degree with an authoritative source as
to those references that are suitable, desirable and valu-
able for the high school reader; and the textbook writer,
by inclusion of such references, thereby places the selected
references at the disposal of the reader through the
medium of the textbook bibliography.
Classification of References:
It Is to be noted that a preponderance of the refer-
ences are classified as specialized studies and as advanced
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books for teachers* In the field of economics this author
believes that such a result is necessarily so because of
the nature of the subject* However, it appears that
specialized studies and advanced books for teachers have
been overemphasized to the neglect of reference books,
parallel textbooks and source books. The latter three
classifications are important means of vicarious learning
for the students and it is recommended, therefore, that a
considerable increase in these classifications be taken
into consideration by high school economic textbook writer
when assembling their references*
Suggested References for Senior High School Libraries:
The following references are presented as a nucleus
for high school economics libraries:
AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION PAMPHLETS
Bogart, Ernest - ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE
Brooks, Robert - WHEN LABOR ORGANIZES
Buck, Solon AGRARIAN CRUSADE
Chase, Stuart - MEN AND MACHINES
it RICH LAND, POOR LAND
ti it
- THE ECONOMY OF ABUNDANCE
ii n PRIMER OF ECONOMICS
ti ti
- GOALS FOR AMERICA
n ti THE ROAD WE ARE TRAVELING
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Chase and Schlink THE TRAGEDY OF WASTE
Childs, Marquis SWEDEN, THE MIDDLE WAY
Dewey, Davis • FINANCIAL HISTORY OF THE
UNITED STATES
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Faulkner, Harold AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY
Gaer, Joseph - CONSUMERS ALL
Gavian and Others • OUR CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER
Glover, Katherine - AMERICA BEGINS AGAIN
Gordon, Leland • ECONOMICS FOR CONSUMERS
Graham and Seaver - MONEY, WHAT IT IS AND WHAT
IT DOES
»l t» ?!
- BANKING: HOW IT SERVES US
HEADLINE BOOKS
Hendrich, Burton - THE AGE OF BIG BUSINESS
Holdsworth, John - MONEY AND BANKING
Kallet and Schlink - 1,000,000 GUINEA PIGS
Kendrick and Seaver-- TAXES: BENEFIT AND BURDEN
Lumpkin and Douglas-- CHILD WORKERS IN AMERICA
Majer, Frederick - OUR COUNTRY’S MONEY
Marshall, Leon - THE STORY OF HUMAN PROGRESS
Moody, John - THE RAILROAD BUILDERS
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLETS
PUBLIC POLICY PAMPHLETS
Taussig, Frank - TARIFF HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES
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TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY REPORTS
TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND PUBLICATIONS
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
Van Hise and Havemeyer - CONSERVATION OF CUR
NATURAL RESOURCES
White, Horace - MONEY AND BANKING
Woods, Walter - THE STORY OF UNCLE SAM’S
MONEY
Woodward and Rose - A PRIMER OF MONEY*
Eecause the above mentioned references are cited in
two to five of the eight senior high school economics
textbooks and therefore agreement to some extent among the
textbook authors Is shown concerning their value as collat-
eral reading and because the references are also found in
the Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
,
1947 which
is an authoritative source in respect to selection of
references that are suitable for high school students. I
submit the above list as a nucleus for senior high school
economics libraries*
In addition to this nucleus, I submit the remaining
references that are cited in two to five of the eight
senior high school economic textbooks as valuable inclu-
sions in a senior high school economics library*
The references that are cited in the Standard Catalog
for High School Libraries
,
1947 in the section dealing with
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Economics and which are not included in the previously-
mentioned list are also suitable supplements Is to a senior
high school economics library*
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THE WORKING LIST OF REFERENCES
Adamic, Louis - DYNAMITE
Allen, Frederick - LORDS OF CREATION
AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION
Angell, Norman - THE STORY OF MONEY
Arnold, Thurman - THE BOTTLENECKS OF BUSINESS
Arnold, Thurman - THE FOLKLORE OF CAPITALISM
Babson, Roger - THE FOLLY OF INSTALLMENT BUYING
Berle, Adolf - THE MODERN CORPORATION AND PRIVATE
PROPERTY
Bogart, Ernest - ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE
Brandeis, Louis - OTHER PEOPLE’S MONEY
Brooks, Robert - WHEN LABOR ORGANIZES
Brooks, Robert - UNIONS OF THEIR OWN CHOOSING
Buck, Solon - AGRARIAN CRUSADE
BUILDING AMERICA SERIES
BUREAU OF LAE OR STATISTICS
Burgess, Robert - THE RESERVE BANKS AND THE MONEY
MARKET
Burns, Arthur - THE DECLINE OF COMPETITION
Burns, Eveline - TOWARD SOCIAL SECURITY
bye, Raymond and
Hewett, William - APPLIED ECONOMICS
Chamberlain, William - COLLECTIVISM: A FALSE UTOPIA
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(continued)
Chase, Stuart - MEN AND MACHINES
M II
- THE ECONOMY OF ABUNDANCE
It II
- A PRIMER OF ECONOMICS
II II
- RICH LAND, POOR LAND
II II
- GOALS FOR AMERICA
II II
- THE ROAD WE ARE TRAVELING
tt II
- YOUR MONEY'S WORTH
Chase, Stuart and
Schlink, Frederick - THE TRAGEDY OF WASTE
Childs, Marquis - SWEDEN; THE MIDDLE WAY
Clark, John - STRATEGIC FACTORS IN BUSINESS
CYCLES
Clay, Henry - ECONOMICS FOR THE GENERAL READER
Cole, George - WHAT EVERYBODY WANTS TO KNOW ABOUT
MONEY
Comstock, Alzada - TAXATION IN THE MODERN STATE
CONSUMERS' RESEARCH, INC.
C CONSUMERS' UNION OF THE UNITED STATES
Coyle, David - WHY PAY TAXES?
Daniels, John - COOPERATION; AN AMERICAN WAY
Daugherty, Carroll - LABOR PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN INDUSTRY
Dewey, Davis - FINANCIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED
STATES
Douglas, Paul - SOCIAL SECURITY IN THE UNITED STATES
Douglas and Director - THE PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOYMENT
Ellsworth, Paul - INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
Epstein, Abraham - INSECURITY: A CHALLENGE TO AMERICA
Fairchild, Furniss
and Buck - ELEMENTARY ECONOMICS
Faulkner, Harold - AMERICAN ECONOMIC HISTORY
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
Feldman, Herman - PROBLEMS IN LABOR RELATIONS
Fisher, Irving - STABILIZING THE DOLLAR
Florinsky, Michael - FASCISM AND NATIONAL SOCIALISM
Flynn, John - SECURITY SPECULATION: ITS ECONOMIC
EFFECTS
Fowler, Bertram - CONSUMER COOPERATION IN AMERICA
Friend, Mata - EARNING AND SPENDING THE FAMILY
INCOME
Gaer, Joseph - CONSUMERS ALL
Gavian, Ruth and
Others - OUR CHANGING SOCIAL ORDER
Gayer, Arthur - MONETARY POLICY AND ECONOMIC
STABILIZATION
Gemmill, Paul - FUNDAMENTALS OF ECONOMICS
Glover, Katherine - AMERICA BEGINS AGAIN
Gordon, Leland - ECONOMICS FOR CONSUMERS
Graham and Seaver - MONEY, WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT DOES
»» ft It
- BANKING: HOW IT SERVES US
Hamilton and May - THE CONTROL OF WAGES
Hamilton and
Associates - PRICE AND PRICE POLICIES
Hansen, Alvin - BUSINESS CYCLE THEORY
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.
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Hardy, Charles
HEADLINE BOOKS
Hendrick, Burton
Holdsworth, John
Hoyt, Elizabeth
Huberman, Leo
Huebner, Solomon
Johnson, Julia
M tl
Jones, Eliot
Josephson, Matthew
Kallen, Horace
Kallet and Schlink
Keezer and May
Keister, Albert
Kemmerer, Edwin
n n
Kendrick and Seaver
Kidger, Horace
Kil lough, Hugh
Laidler, Harry
Landis and Landis
Leith, Charles
- RISK AND RISK BEARING
- THE AGE OP BIG BUSINESS
- MONEY AND BANKING
- CONSUMPTION IN OUR SOCIETY
- THE LABOR SPY RACKET
- THE STOCK MARKET
- CHILD LABOR
- GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP AND PUBLIC
UTILITIES
- PRINCIPLES OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTA-
TION
- THE ROBBER BARONS
- THE DECLINE AND RISE OF THE
CONSUMER
- 100,000,000 GUINEA PIGS
- PUBLIC CONTROL OF BUSINESS
-OUR FINANCIAL SYSTEM
- THE ABC OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM
- MONEY
- TAXES: BENEFIT AND BURDEN
- PROBLEMS OF AMERICAN DEMOCRACY
- INTER NATIONAL TRADE
- CONCENTRATION IN AMERICAN INDUSTRY
- SOCIAL LIVING
- WORLD MINERALS AND WORLD POLITICS
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Levinson, Edward - LABOR ON THE MARCH
It H
- I BREAK STRIKES
Loucks and Hoot - COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
Lumpkin and Douglas - CHILD WORKERS IN AMERICA
Lutz, Harley - PUBLIC FINANCE
Lynd, Robert and
Helen - MIDDLETOWN
McConnell and Others - ECONOMIC BEHAVIOR
MacDonald, Lois - LABOR PROBLEMS AND THE AMERICAN
SCENE
Majer, Frederick - OUR COUNTRY’S MONEY
Marshall, Leon - READINGS IN TEE STORY OF HUMAN
PROGRESS
Meeker, James - TEE WORK OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE
Mitchell, Wesley C. - BUSINESS CYCLES
Moody, John - TEE RAILROAD BUILDERS
Moulton, Harold - INCOME AND ECONOMIC PROGRESS
Moulton and
Agsocla tes - THE AMERICAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM
Munro, William - THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MAN JFACTURERS
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD
NATIONAL RESOURCES PLANNING BOARD
Nystrom, Paul - ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES OF CONSUMPTION
Patterson, Samuel - SOCIAL ASPECTS OF INDUSTRY
Patterson and Scholz - ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF MODERN LIFE
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Perret, Eleanor
Pigou, Arthur
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PAMPHLET
PUBLIC POLICY PAMPHLET
Ripley, William
Rohlfing and Others
Schlink, Frederick
Schulz, William
Seager and Gulick
Slichter, Sumner
MAN’S WORK AND WORLD
SOCIALISM VERSUS CAPITALISM
MAIN STREET AND WALL STREET
BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT
EAT, DRINK, AND BE WARY
YOUR TAXES
TRUST AND CORPORATION PROBLEMS
MODERN ECONOMIC SOCIETY
SOCIAL SECURITY BOARD
Soule, George
Steiner and Shapiro
Taussig, Frank
n i»
Taylor and Others
TAX POLICY LEAGUE
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
UNITED STATES SECRET SERVICE
Van Hise and Havermeyer - CONSERVATION OF OUR NATURAL
RESOURCES
A PLANNED SOCIETY
MONEY AND BANKING
TARIFF HISTORY OF TEE UNITED
STATES
FREE TRADE, THE TARIFF AND
RECIPROCITY
MAIN CURRENTS IN MODERN ECONOMIC
LIFE
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Vaughan, Floyd - MARKETING AND ADVERTISING
Veblen, Thorsteln - THE ENGINEERS AND THE PRICE
SYSTEM
Wallace, Henry - NEW FRONTIERS
tt tt
- AMERICA MUST CHOOSE
Walsh, John - C.I.O* INDUSTRIAL UNIONISM IN
ACTION
White, Horace - MONEY AND BANKING
Woods, Walter - THE STORY OF UNCLE SAM’S MONEY
Woodward and Rose - PRIMER OF MONEY
Wormser, Isaac - FRANKENSTEIN, INC.
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